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Features
6 stem: science, technology, engineering and math
Science is on our minds at Linfield. Students and faculty spent the summer
collaborating on research in the sciences, mathematics and technology, both
here and abroad.

14 keeping students active, engaged
Professor Brian Gilbert didn’t start out to be a chemistry professor, but his
dynamic style has been influential to students both in the classroom and
research laboratory.

18 the human side of politics
Professor Dawn Nowacki brings a human element of compassion to politics.
She is teaching students to bring alternative points of view for discussion,
while being civil with each other.

25 new life for the old oak
Linfield’s majestic Old Oak may no longer stand near Pioneer Hall, but it is still
very much a part of life at Linfield.

INSIDE LINFIELD MAGAZINE
Linfield students don’t just learn about science – they “do” science. We take a look
at the research that faculty and students conducted this summer – on campus, in
the community and around the world. We also step into a classroom to learn how
faculty engage and inspire students and we offer two examples of exemplary teaching.
We’ll give you a glimpse of the 2013 Homecoming celebration and a look at how
the Old Oak has been given new life. Great teaching and great research is a hallmark
of the Linfield experience. Here are just a few examples.
– Mardi Mileham
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